This paper treats the design of online adaptive neural networks for use in a nonlinear helicopter ight control architecture. Emphasis is given to network architecture and the e ect that varying the adaptation gain has on performance. Conclusions are based on a nonlinear evaluation model of an attack helicopter, and a metric that measures the networks ability t o cancel the e ect of modeling errors for a complicated maneuver. The network is shown to provide nearly perfect tracking in the face of signi cant modeling errors and additionally to cancel the model inversion error after a short initial period of learning. Furthermore, it is shown that the performance varies gracefully and monotonically improves as the adaptation gain parameter is increased. The e ect on control effort is modest, and is mainly perceptable only during a short training episode that can be associated with transition from hover to forward ight.
Introduction
Nonlinear control of helicopters by the method of feedback i n version has been extensively explored in the literature. Examples of studies based on simulated responses and actual ight tests may be found in References 1-7 . Nonlinear control techniques require accurate modeling, and employ complicated methods for inverting tabulated aerodynamic data. In this paper we follow the approaches detailed in References [8] [9] [10] [11] in which a nominal inverting controller is designed based on a single ight condition, with augmentation provided by an online adaptive neural network. The network functions to cancel the e ects of inversion error caused by modelling errors and variations which occur thoughout the ight e n velope.
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The focus of this paper is on developing a systematic approach to selecting the network architecture. The main contributions are: 1 an analysis of the inversion error which is used to decide the neural network architecture, 2 an evaluation of several classes of basis functions which are derived from the inversion error analysis, 3 a demonstration that performance varies gracefully and monotonically improves as the adaptation gain parameter is increased from zero to very high values. This last feature is important i n that it provides a safe and reliable approach to ight test evaluation of online adaptive neural networks.
Model Inversion Control and
Online Neural Networks
Linearizing Transformation
Consider a nonlinear system of n degrees of freedom in general form y = fy; _ y; 1 where yt; _ yt 2 R n are the state variables, and t 2 R m is the control variable. It is convenient t o de ne a pseudocontrol variable, U s 2 R n , such that y = U s 2 U s = fy; _ y; 3
Then, if f is an invertible mapping with respect to the control , the inverse of Equation 1 can be expressed as = f ,1 y; _ y;U s 4
In practice the function f or f ,1 is only known approximately. I t m a y be an analytical or empirical model for the dynamics and it may be a set of equations, a tabular representation, or a neural network model developed based on o -line training. Thus, the inverse is only approximate in general, and results in an approximate model inversion control laŵ =f ,1 y; _ y;U s 5 so that the closed loop dynamics can be represented as y = U s + y; _ y;U s 6 where y; _ y;U s = fy; _ y;^ ,fy; _ y;^ 7
and represents the inversion error.
Neural Network Based Adaptive Control
The adaptive control architecture is chosen as:
where
is a proportional plus derivative control law used to shape the response, y c is the commanded acceleration vector, and U ad is an adaptive signal whose sole purpose is to cancel the inversion error, . Figure 1 below shows a block diagram of the feedback structure. In this paper, we consider a controller for the rotational dynamics of the helicopter. The controls for the rotational variables are lateral and longitudinal cyclic stick inputs and pedal input. The collective input is treated as a slow v ariable in the control law, decoupled from the moment equations.
In terms of the individual channels, the signal U s is composed of the following scalar signals: The commanded rates and accelerations can be generated by ltering the commanded positions y c using a second order lter as illustrated in Figure 2 . The subscript`i' varies from 1 to 3 and represents the , , and channels, respectively. Note that since only the rotational dynamics are inverted and regulated in this application, it is possible for the combined system of dynamics translation + rotation to be unstable. Therefore, it is essential that the so-called zero dynamics" are stable 12, 13 . 
Analysis of the Inversion Error
In Section 3.1, the dynamic inversion control laws were developed based on the assumption of linear aerodynamics. In order for this formulation to be realistic, the aerodynamic stability and control derivatives de ned in the matrices A 1 , A 2 , and B must be continuously varying with the ight condition. Additionally the trim values from which the perturbation quantities are measured must vary continuously as well. We shall assume that all of these quantities depend approximately on a polynomial function of forward and sideward velocities, U and V , de ned as follows: U = _ X cos + _ Y sin 17 V = , _ X sin + _ Y cos 18 where _ X and _ Y are the inertial Northbound and Eastbound speeds, respectively, and is the body axis heading of the vehicle. In fact, in the simulation code used for this application, all aerodynamic quantities vary biquartically with the variables U and V . H o wever, this may not be the case for the the actual vehicle, a problem which is addressed in 14 . An objective in the present study is to demonstrate that the on-line neural network can be used to replace the need for scheduling A 1 
The term_ ! will be referred to as the body axis inversion error because when this term is zero, the model inversion is perfect. Because the desired trajectories are Euler angles and rates, it is desirable to express In the next section, we describe how the network is designed to reconstruct the inversion error in terms of the elements de ned above. 4 Adaptive Control Using Online Neural Networks
Development of the network equations
Combining Equations 6, 8, and 9 produces equations of motion of the following form:
where the tracking errorỹ = y c , y. Note that the inversion is perfect when the network exactly reconstructs the inversion error. Thus the quantity U adi , i is a good measure of how the network is performing, and will be termed the adjusted inversion error.
It is helpful to rewrite Equation 28 in state space form. For each c hannel the error dynamics are a second order system of the form dropping the i subscripts for convenience _ e = Ae + bU ad , 29 where e = ỹ _ y T , b = 0 1 T , and
The task now is to perform the reconstruction based on available measurements in the system. Based on the proof of stability presented in References 8 and 9 , we de ne the adaptive control law in each c hannel as U adi = w T g 31 _ w = ,ksg 32 where the vector g is a set of basis functions used to approximate the uncertainty and the vector w is the set of coe cients of each basis function. The update law is designed based on Lyapunov stability of the error signals in the system and is the result of the work of Kim and Calise in 9 . The s term is an error metric dependent upon the tracking errors in the system, de ned as follows:
where is de ned in terms of the Lyapunov equation used to prove stability in Reference 8 . 
Stability analysis
In this section, the stability of the update laws presented in the previous section are developed. This section is basically a brief outline of the analysis from Kim 8 , lling in some of the missing details and correcting some errors. The analysis is based upon Lyapunov's direct method for determining stability, which is discussed in Khalil 15 . Because the functional form of each c hannel is the same, consider the Lyapunov function candidate for any of the channels: where e 0 is a scalar constant to be de ned later, V p e = 1 2 e T P e 37 and e c is a vector in R 2 which satis es p e c T P e c = e 0 . This ensures continuity o f V across the radial boundary de ned by e 0 . This di ers from the theory in 8 because the separation between the two L y apunov function components depends upon the weighted error, e T P e , rather than just the two norm of the error. This permits the term V p e c to remain constant regardless of which of the two regions the error signal is in. P i s a 2 2 matrix to be de ned shortly. The time derivative of the Lyapunov function for p e T P e e 0 is given by _ V = 1 2 _ e T P e+ 1 2 e T P _ e +w T _ w 38
Substituting Equation 34 results in _ V = 1 2 e T A T P e+ 1 2 e T P A e +fw T g + w T g , g T b T P e +e T P b fw T g + w T g , g 39
Now, since A is Hurwitz 15 , there exists a symmetric, positive de nite solution, P, to the Lyapunov equation: Thus, based on the stability analysis above,
which, by the constraint o n q, implies that 0 K d , and k = q 58
Now in order to choose a value of that gives a minimum dead zone, it is necessary to minimize the expression for e 0 in Equation 53. It is assumed here that the result is the same as that for the problem of minimizing max P min Q t h us giving Q = I or equivalently q = 1 16 . Thus, for minimum required dead zone size, should be chosen as Kd 1+Kp . The last step is to consider the situation where the tracking error moves within the boundary de ned by e 0 . The derivative of the Lyapunov function is then
for which the only choice is to set _ w = _ w = 0 60 which implies that _ V = 0 when the e T P e e 0 . T h us, for global stability, a dead zone is required with a radius of e 0 , inside of which the adaptation is turned o . However, if = 0, and thus there are su cient basis functions to exactly cancel the inversion error, e 0 = 0 and no dead zone is required. For the application in this paper, the set of basis functions are assumed to entirely span the space of the inversion error, an assumption which m a y not be valid for a more comprehensive rotorcraft model 14 . Note that the tracking errors are ultimately bounded regardless of the network structure or inputs. However, improper choice of structure and inputs may result in a required dead zone size which is unreasonably large. One additional note to mention is that there is a subtle di erence between the proof of stability presented in this section and that presented in 8 . In Equation 36 a piecewise continuous Lyapunov function is presented in which the radius that de nes the boundary between the twò pieces' depends upon an arbitrary solution of the Matrix Lyapunov Equation Equation 40. The remaining part of the proof retains the possibility that any candidate matrix Q be used in Equation 40. In 8 however, the boundary between the Lyapunov function`pieces' depends explicitly on the solution P corresponding to the Lyapunov Equation with Q = I, while the rest of the proof considers the case of arbitrary Q.
Network structure
The rst step in determining the appropriate structure for the network involves identifying and classifying the network inputs. Based on the functions described in the list at the end of Section 3.2, there are three basic categories of inputs: The unknown functions representing model variations, terms which enter linearly, such as perturbation states and body-axis pseudocontrols, and nally the terms in the L ; transformation, which represent the transformation of the pseudocontrols from the body rotational accelerations to Euler second time derivatives. The rst category is the one involving the most judgment. The terms in this category represent the basis functions which best describe the unknown functions. In the present case, we assume all functions to depend upon the projected speeds U and V in the same fashion, speci cally a general biquadratic function of U and V with unknown coe cients. This assumption is valid for this application because all aerodynamic quantities depend explicitly on U and V in the simulation used to generate the results presented in this paper. However, this category of inputs may require more consideration when applied to a comprehensive model for the helicopter 14 . The second category of inputs is fairly straightforward, as inspection of the inversion error clearly shows solely a bilinear dependence upon these terms in the inversion error. Finally, the last set of terms comes about in the transformation of the closed loop dynamics. These are simply several trigonometric functions from the transformation matrix which e n ter the error term bilinearly as well. We will ignore terms which are products of two terms because it is believed terms of such high order will be negligible.
In order to form the vector of basis functions, g, w e rst preprocess the input data, normalizing all variables between ,1 and 1. Next, the category I inputs are formed by expanding the normalized U and V inputs U; V to a biquadratic form along with a bias term. This results in a Category I vector, C 1 The Category III vector is composed of the non-zero terms of the L ; matrix. No normalization is required as long as the pitch attitude is reasonably small. C 3 = f1; sin tan ;cos tan ;cos ; sin ; sin sec ;cos sec g 63
The vector of basis functions, g, is composed of all possible products of the elements of C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 14 . Using kronecker products to represent the neuron interactions, g can be composed as: g = kronkronC 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 64 where kron ; represents the kronecker product and is de ned as follows:
kronx; y = x 1 y 1 x 1 y 2 x m y n T 65 where x 2 R m and y 2 R n .
At this point, it is important to mention that the network structure is not minimal. A careful analysis will show that many of the terms of g can be eliminated depending upon whether the pitch, roll, or yaw network is considered. However, in this study we c hose to keep the same network structure in all channels although the design is slightly conservative.
Results
In this section we apply the theory and concepts presented herein to a nonlinear simulation model of the AH-64 helicopter. The simulation code used is a modi ed version of NASA's TMAN simulation code 17 .
The aerodynamic coe cients in the simulation code were obtained at a grid of trimmed ight conditions speci ed by U; V pairs to cover the ight e n velope based on linear models generated from McDonnell Douglas's FLYRT simulation 18 . The gains in the nominal controller were chosen as K pi = 7 :0 and K di = 4 :6 in all three channels. These gains correspond to natural frequency of 2:65 rad sec and damping ratio of 0:869, and thus a 1 settling time of 2:0 seconds and 8 overshoot in response to a step input. The network parameter was chosen as 0:57 based on Equation 57 with Q = I. The command lters shown in Figure 2 had a damping ratio of 1 and a natural frequency of 1 rad sec. The command used is an inner-loop-only version of the elliptical turn in which the helicopter starts from hover, pitches forward to a ,25 degree pitch attitude, pitches back t o a 0 degree pitch attitude, then nally performs three revolutions in yaw attitude while maintaining 0 degree pitch and roll attitudes. Additionally, in the rst few seconds, the trim roll angle is removed i.e., the command is zero. In Section 5.1, results are presented based on the network structure described in Section 4.3 and compared to a simpler network 10 , both at the same adaptation gain. Afterwards, in Section 5.2, the structure is xed as described in Section 4.3 and the adaptation gain is varied from low 10 to high 1000 in order to demonstrate the speci c function of the speed of adaptation as well as the relative insensitivity of the performance to changes in adaptation gain. For all runs presented herein, the nominal controller uses all parameters from the initial hover condition, including stability and control derivatives, as well as trim values for the states and controls. Figures 3 and 5 show the responses of the system with the nominal controller only no network, while Figure 4 compares the pitch response without and with a network gain of 200. Since the roll response exhibits the largest errors, it is emphasized in the subsequent analysis. 
Comparison of network structures
In this section we compare results from a`simple network' presented in 10 with the results from the network designed in Section 4.3. The simple network includes the Category I inputs as well as bilinear inputs of the axis pseudocontrol corresponding to each c hannel U , U , and U respectively. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the roll responses for each network at a xed adaptation gain, k = 1000. Clearly, e v en the simple network provides good performance in the presence of the uncertainties. This is because the Category I inputs those representing the variations in the model are the dominant sources of the inversion error. However, notice that the more complex network not only reduces the magnitude of the tracking errors, but additionally reduces the activity of the response. This is because in the absense of some of the required inputs, the bias term, as well as other inputs work to account for the missing terms. The result is a design which is highly sensitive to the network parameters, in particular adaptation gain. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the sliding window adjusted roll inversion errors U ad , = U pd + y c , y for each c hannel for the simple and complex networks, respectively. 
E ects of adaptation gain variations
Herein we x the structure of the network to the complex structure, de ned in Section 4.3 and we consider variations in the adaptation gain k. In Figures 9,10 , and 11 k = 10,k = 200,k = 1000 we see similarities in the shape of the tracking errors, yet, as the adaptation gain is increased, the magnitude of the tracking errors is subsequently decreased proportionally. In Figures 12-14 it is shown not surprisingly that con- trol activity increases during the learning phases at the beginning of each section of the maneuver. The interpretation of this is that the adaptation gain must be set high enough so that the network can learn the local adjusted inversion error. This can be seen in Figures 8, 15 , and 16 where for the high adaptation gain, we see a peak in adjusted inversion error at the beginning of each learning phase corresponding to the di erent sections of the maneuver followed by virtually zero adjusted inversion error, whereas for the low adaptation gain, complete learning never seems to occur. Note the larger scale in Figure 15 . The results presented herein show m uch promise in dealing with the signi cant uncertainties present i n the helicopter dynamics. However it is important t o point out that the Category I inputs to the network were chosen based upon knowledge of the explicit functional dependence of the aerodynamic parameters within the simulation. In reality, the terms U and V in polynomial form may not be su cient t o c haracterize these model variations. Thus, it is important t o realize that considerable thought m ust be placed into the selection of Category I inputs, whereas the Category II and III inputs are completely general for the given controller structure. This problem is addressed in 14 where the adaptive neural network presented here is applied to a comprehensive rotorcraft model and the problem becomes a bit more complex.
Conclusions
Neural networks can be used to enhance ight control designs based on feedback i n version. A crucial issue is the architecture of the network that permits online adaptation, together with accurate cancellation of the inversion error. This requires a careful analysis of the sources of inversion error. The application we h a ve addressed con rms that rapid adaptation is achievable for a complex helicopter maneuver, with learning control activity con ned to a short training interval. In addition, with a suitably chosen architecture for the network, performance varies gracefully and monotonically improves as the adaptation gain is varied from zero to a very high value. This is a desirable feature, both from theoretical and practical viewpoints. The ultimate selection of an adaptation gain involves a tradeo between the level of control activity during training episodes, versus the magnitude of the resulting tracking errors during a maneuver.
